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Rationale of The Red Door School Attendance Policy
The aim of this policy is:

•

to encourage regular attendance and punctuality as an essential factor in our pupils’
learning

•

to follow legislative requirements such as the Education Welfare Act 2000 and the
Education Act 1998

•

to make staff aware of the role of the National Education and Welfare Board (NEWB)

•

to ensure that pupils are registered accurately and efficiently

•

ensure that pupil attendance is recorded daily

•

encourage full attendance where possible

•

identify pupils at risk

•

allow for the promotion of a positive learning environment

•

to enable learning opportunities to be availed of

•

to identify and remove, insofar as is practicable, obstacles to school attendance.

This policy compliments the school ethos of nurturing potential in a caring environment where the
welfare of children is paramount.

Roles and responsibilities
The classroom teacher will ensure that a class register (leabhar rolla) is taken each day and any
lateness or early departures from school will be recorded.

The Principal will be in charge of ensuring the completion of the school register Leabhair Tinrimh and
will make any necessary returns to TUSLA.

It is the responsibility of the Principal and staff to implement this policy under the guidance of the
school’s Board of Management.
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Punctuality
School begins for pupils at 9.20am and finishes at 3.00pm (2pm for infant classes). All pupils and staff
are expected to be on time. The Principal is obliged under the Education Welfare Act, to report
children who are persistently late, to TUSLA. The school will contact parents/guardians in the event of
pupils being consistently late.

Recording and reporting attendance
The school attendance of individual pupils is recorded in the Roll book of each class on a daily basis. If
a pupil does not attend on a day when the school is open for instruction, his/her non-attendance will
be recorded by the class teacher. The roll book may not be altered once it has been filled in. A note,
setting event form, email, text message or phone call is required to explain each absence of a pupil.

The school must report to TUSLA in writing where a child has missed 20 or more days in a school year,
where attendance is irregular or where a pupil is removed from the school register.

Communication with parents
Parents/guardians can promote good school attendance by:

•

ensuring regular and punctual school attendance

•

Notifying the school if their child cannot attend for any reason

•

working with the school and education welfare service to resolve any attendance
problems

•

discussing planned absences with the school

•

refraining if at all possible, from taking holidays during school time

•

ensuring, insofar as is possible, that children’s appointments (with dentists, doctor etc)
are arranged for times outside of school hours

•

notifying the school of any change in person picking a pupil up through the use of the
Setting Events form in the Home-School Communication book

•

If your child is displaying signs of an illness that could be infectious (e.g. colds, flu, fever
and tummy bug), please inform the school at the earliest opportunity
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•

If a child is due to be out sick, please inform the school before 9.20am either via text to
school mobile 0838859712 or through homecorr@thereddoorschool.com . Also please
report to the school if the child is due to be out for longer than the first day of absence.

•

If a member of staff believes that a child is presenting with symptoms of illness, it will be
reported to the Principal or Class Teacher, and in consultation with the parents, it will be
decided whether the child is fit to remain in school.

•

If a child presents with signs of vomiting and/or diarrhoea related to a potentially
contagious illness, they are asked to remain out of school for 48 hours from the last
symptom.

This policy will be reviewed periodically.
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